Database systems that can e ciently manage complex objects are increasingly needed in many di erent elds such as o ce automation, knowledge processing, CAD/CAM, CASE, etc. A lot of recent complex object database systems support the concepts of object identity and object identi er. Following an object identi er to access the referenced object is called navigation operation and is an essential operation in dealing with complex objects. Navigation operation is a di cult operation to implement e ciently since every navigation operation inherently causes one disk access operation. This paper proposes a scheme to notably accelerate the navigation operation among a sea of complex objects, by increasing the e ective n umber of objects in one disk page. The main concept of the presented technique is threefold: The rst is to store a cached value within a complex object that is referencing another complex object. The second is that when the referenced object is to be updated the update propagation is delayed until the time when the cached value is referenced. Lastly, the third idea is to utilize a hashed table on main memory to e ciently validate the consistency between the cached values and the original values.
another, and \structured" means that an object is composed of one or several objects. To ful ll this need, extensive research e orts are presently in progress. This is due to relaxed restrictions of the rst normal form of the relational data model 31, 32] , using semantic data models 17], using xed sets of data constructors (e.g. tuple, set, and list) and operators to represent and manipulate complex objects 5, 29] , using the abstract data type concept exploited in programming languages 36, 7, 30] , using object-oriented paradigms 26, 15, 3] , and bringing persistency and a data managing capability i n to programming languages 4, 6, 19] .
A notable feature of these newer approaches is that they enable explicit and natural representation of logical relationships among complex objects, more than conventional approaches such a s the hierarchical, network, and relational data models. Many of the newer approaches support a concept of object identity, b y which w e mean that an object has an existence which is independent of its value two objects can either beidentical (they are the same object) or they can beequal (they have the same value) 20, 5] . In the complex object databases with object identity, a n o b j e c t O 0 (\referencing object") can include within its attribute value the object identi ers of the other objects O 1 O 2 : : : O n (\referenced objects"), and hence, logical connections between the objects are explicitly represented as \O 0 is referencing O Following an object identi er to access the referenced object is called navigation operation and is an essential operation in dealing with complex objects. Navigation operation is di cult to implement e ciently, as is the join operation in relational database systems, since every navigation operation inherently causes one disk access operation. This ine ciency originates from the fact that logical connections among objects are completely independent of the physical organization of the objects in general, and the navigation operation among those objects causes a lot of random accesses on persistent storage devices. Consider a case where an object O 0 is logically referencing (or composed of) other objects O 1 O 2 : : : O n , and all of these objects are located in distinct disk pages p 0 p 1 p 2 : : : p n , respectively. Unless some accessing techniques are used, access to the O 0 object and navigation to the O 1 O 2 : : : O n objects require 1 + n disk accesses. This paper proposes a scheme to notably accelerate the navigation operation among a sea of complex objects, by increasing the e ective numberofobjects per disk page. The central idea of the proposed scheme is simple. Reconsider the above case. If the copies of some attribute values of the referenced objects O 1 O 2 : : : O n are kept (cached) within the page p 0 in which the object O 0 is placed, the navigation from O 0 to the cached attribute values to O 1 O 2 : : : O n requires only one disk access to p 0 . Although the area to store cached values is restricted, if the frequently referenced values are cached, that is, the caches are \hit," this scheme can decrease the processing cost of navigation operation. As the copies are kept in persistent storage devices such as magnetic disks or magneto optical disks, we call the area on such devices allocated for the copy a persistent cache, and call this caching scheme persistent caching.
In complex object databases with object identity, an object can be referenced by a n y n umberof objects. When the persistent caching scheme is used in such systems, copies of the referenced object's attribute values should be kept as persistent caches within the pages where several referencing objects are stored. If the attribute values of the original referenced object are updated, the update must be propagated at least by the time the persistent caches are used. The update propagation to the several persistent caches could cause considerable I/O overhead. Hence, the number of update propagations should beminimized. In the persistent caching scheme, the update propagation is delayed until the cached data entry is referenced. If at reference time the cached value turns out to be invalid, the cached value is changed to the updated value. Delaying the update propagation results in minimizing the cost of the update, because even if an object is updated several times, each invalidated cached value is updated only once at reference time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section IIdiscusses related work. Section III describes complex object databases with object identity. Section IV fully presents the caching algorithms for complex objects on persistent storage devices. Section V presents an analytical model of the algorithms and then validates the e ectiveness of the algorithms. Section VI presents several discussions of the scheme. Finally, Section VII concludes and provides suggestions for future work.
II Related Work

II.A Vertical vs. Horizontal Caching
Caching is a well known implementation technique to e ectively improve performance, and is used extensively in many elds. In some contexts the term \cache" has been used in the context of vertical memory hierarchy for example, A. J. Smith de ned the term \cache memory" in 34]: \Cache memories are small, high-speed bu er memories used in modern computer systems to temporarily hold those portions of the contents of main memory which are (believed to be) currently in use." We call this category of caching scheme vertical caching. In the case of persistent storage devices, the cost to access objects stored in the same device page is relatively negligible, while the cost to access objects in diverse device pages is rather high. Therefore, caching in a horizontal memory hierarchy, horizontal caching, is meaningful that is, a device page contains some relevant part of data in other pages, within the same memory hierarchy. The persistent caching proposed in this paper is a horizontal caching scheme. Other instances of horizontal caching are local memory caching in multiprocessor machines 35] and name caching in name server nodes of computer network systems 25].
II.B Storage Organization
The persistent caching scheme relates to storage organization schemes for complex objects 18]. Previously proposed caching schemes are classi ed into three models: the direct storage model 38], the normalized storage model 38], and the decomposed storage model 11].
The direct storage model directly places complex objects into a physical address space where bothreferencing objects and referenced objects are clustered together. This model is best suited for retrievals of entire complex objects. The normalized storage model stores the atomic values of objects of the same type in at les and captures the connections between objects and subobjects using binary relations called join indices 37]. This model is best suited when selecting many attributes, as compared to selecting only a few attributes, since the ratio of data required to data accessed is low. The decomposed storage model utilizes \transposed" storage. Each atomic attribute of a relation and the surrogate for record identity form a binary relation. Each binary relation is stored in a separate le. This model is best suited for retrievals when only a few complex objects are selected.
The persistent c a c hing scheme is independent o f a n y particular storage model and can be combined with the storage models. Interestingly, the combination with the persistent caching scheme provides a mixture of the storage models. The combination of persistent caching and the normalized storage model can be considered as a mixture of the normalized storage model and the direct storage model, since copies of part or all of the referenced objects are clustered with the referencing object by the nature of the persistent caching. The combination of persistent caching and the decomposed storage model can be considered a mixture of the decomposed storage model and the normalized storage model, since each tuple of a binary relation can have a persistent cache of other attribute values of the same object, as in the normalized model.
II.C Indexing
Bertino and Kim proposed an indexing scheme by generalizing inverted indexing techniques for conventional database systems. Their technique accelerates content-addressing operations for complex objects, not navigation operations. The concepts of the indexing scheme and the persistent caching scheme are orthogonal and both are used in combination.
II.D Complex Values
In recent object-oriented database systems such a s O 2 23], complex objects and complex values are discriminated at the conceptual level that is, a complex object can be referenced from (shared with) other complex objects, while a complex value can be referenced by only one object (not shared by two objects). In such systems a complex value can be seen as it is embedded in a complex object. This discrimination is at the conceptual level and independent of the physical organization level. The persistent caching scheme is an acceleration technique at the latter level.
II.E Quasi-caching for Information Retrieval Systems Alonso, Barbara, and Molina proposed a caching scheme for information retrieval systems connected by a n e t work 2]. In their quasi-caching scheme, consistency between caches and original data are weakened by the use of semantics or accompanied information of data, which are used to make checking the consistency between caches and original data easier. Of the data semantics, for instance, some data are guaranteed to be unchanged for some duration, or some numerical data are guaranteed to be changed at most a certain percentage. Although their proposed caching scheme is not for complex objects, it is similar to persistent caching in that their scheme is a kind of horizontal caching scheme in a secondary storage layer to accelerate query processing. The distinguished point is that persistent caching provides strict coherency, b y w h i c h w e m e a n c a c hed data are exactly the same as the original data, and does not need to use data semantics at all.
II.F Field Replication
Recently a similar caching scheme called eld replication was proposed by Shekita and Carey 33] . Their scheme is very di erent from the persistent caching scheme with respect to the update propagation time, i.e., the cached values are always updated at the same time the referenced object values are updated. Due to the similarity of the caching technique presented here to the ShekitaCarey replication scheme, both techniques will be compared using an analytical method. It will be shown that delaying the update propagation is an e ective measure in improving complex object management performance.
III Complex Object Databases
In this section we brie y describe complex object databases to make the paper self-contained, and de ne the basic terminology to explain the persistent caching scheme in the next section. Although a number of complex object models have been proposed, the database experts have unfortunately not agreed upon a standard model. The description in the rest of this section is in uenced by 5 ] and 1].
III.A De nition of Complex Objects
We assume the existence of the following three sets: 2. An in nite set N of names. These are supposed to be recognizable from any other entity in a system.
3. A set I of object identi ers, OID's for short, which are also distinguishable from any other entity in a system. An identi er provides a unique, invariant reference to an object. We assume an OID is di erent from a physical address, even if the physical location of the object is changed, whereas a physical address of an object changes whenever the storage location of the object changes. An OID is generated by a system when an object is created and it never changes until the object is deleted.
A complex object O is formally represented by a triple (OID type value). OID is in I . A t ype is a structure de nition, and a value is an instance of the de nition. A type is either atomic, set, tuple, o r named, a n d a v alue depends on its type: Since this de nition of complex objects includes the concept of object identity, there are two sorts of equality: identically-equal and value-equal. Two objects are identically-equal if and only if they are the same object, i.e. the two objects have the same OID. Two objects are value-equal if and only if they have identical types and equal object values.
Furthermore, this complex object model can explicitly berepresented to share subobjects between several distinct objects. Any object can have multiple parents that reference it by its OID thus the objects being referenced will be called referenced objects, and objects that are referencing will be called referencing objects. The referencing of an object is done by including the OID of the referenced object in the value of the referencing object. For example, in Fig. 1 two parent objects, object1 and object2 are \referencing" object3, and object3 is being \referenced" by object1 and object2.
In recent object-oriented databases such as O 2 14] , as mentioned in Section II.D, a complex object and a complex value are clearly distinguished the former can beshared by other objects, whereas the latter cannot. Note that the described complex object model can deal with such a distinction by giving OID's for sharable complex objects of a named type, and not giving an OID for an unsharable complex value of an unnamed type.
III.B An Example of a School Database
Here, as an example of complex object databases we present a s c hool database. . . .
In the above example the line (Student, s1, "Tom", 3, t1, {l1, l3}]) applies to the Student-type objects. Student speci es that the object is of the Student type, and s1 is the OID given to the object. "Tom", 3, t1, {l1, l3}] is the tuple value of the object, and has four attributes "Tom" is the string value for the name attribute, 3 is the integer value for the grade attribute, t1 is referencing a Teacher object whose OID is t1, and nally, {l1, l3} is a set value for the lectures attribute, being elements referencing two Lecture-type objects whose OID's are l1 and l3.
III.C Query for Complex Objects
Previously, many query languages to deal with complex objects have been proposed. Since the objective of this section is to see the property o f complex objects, we investigate here neither the expressive powers nor the comparisons of such query languages. To illustrate typical queries to complex objects, we show three simple queries to the School database, expressed in an SQL-like notation:
Query 1: Find the name of the students in the third grade. Query 1 is a selection query. It selects, among all the objects of the Student type, the values 1 of the objects that satisfy a Boolean condition are selected. Query 2 requires navigation operations in addition to selection operation. For all Student objects that satisfy Query 1, navigation from Student objects to Teacher objects should be performed. Query 3 updates the objects found by a selection operation. When a set speci ed by t.lectures is not clustered with the Teacher object, Query 3 requires navigation operations from the Teacher object to t.lecture. 1 We assume that the evaluated value of a query is a value, not an object like in O2 14] . Although of course it is more general that the evaluated value is treated as true object which has its own OID, type, and value, such treatment requires an \closed algebra"of complex objects. Unfortunately there exists no agreed general algebra to our knowledge.
Indeed, navigation operation is the most typical and important operation since it means following logical links between objects. As each n a vigation operation inherently causes an I/O operation, the e ciency of the navigation is crucial to the overall performance of complex object database systems. For example, consider a case where the name of the adviser of a student "Tom" is obtained. The system should access the disk page that stores the value of (Student, s1, "Tom", 3, t1, fl1, l3g]), get the adviser's ID, t2, and then access the disk page that stores (Teacher, t2, "Lorie", "812-2111", fl1, l2g]).
A possible method to reduce the I/O costs of navigation is to use clustering techniques developed for complex objects 38, 16, 8, 21, 18] . Unfortunately, clustering techniques have t wo shortcomings in their use as methods for reducing navigation overhead. Firstly, when replications of objects are not maintained, a clustering strategy cannot satisfy multiple clustering requirements at the same time. For instance, in the School database, when a database administrator decides to cluster Teacher objects into Student objects to whom the teacher advises, only one student bene ts from this clustering strategy even if a teacher can advise several students. Secondly, when replications of objects are maintained, a clustering strategy may satisfy several clustering requirements at the same time. However, the overhead to maintain the consistency between the copies cannot beavoided at the update time. These shortcomings will be overcome in the persistent caching technique investigated in the subsequent sections.
IV Persistent Caching
Now we describe the persistent caching scheme which improves the navigation operations most crucial to the performance of complex object databases. In the rest of this section the idea of persistent caching will bediscussed using the School database example, and then its algorithms will be precisely described.
IV.A Description of the Persistent Caching Scheme
The persistent caching scheme is based on three ideas. The rst idea of persistent caching is preparing an area called a persistent cache within each secondary storage page containing objects (see Fig. 2 ). Assume a page p 1 includes the value of a Student object, and the Student object is referencing its adviser object of the Teacher type stored in page p 2 . Consider Query 2 which requires navigation operation from Student objects to Teacher objects. If page p 1 has a persistent cache and the cache includes copies of the name attributes of advisers of Student objects stored in p 1 , Query 2 can be processed without navigating from p 1 to other pages.
An object may be referenced by several objects, and the copies of the attributes of the object may be stored in persistent caches in several secondary storage pages. Therefore, when the original attribute values are updated, the update must bepropagated to the persistent caches at least by the time the values in the caches are used. We can consider two possible ways to propagate the update: one way is to update all caches that include the copies, and another way is to delay the 
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Re fe re nc in g R e fe re n c in g update until the caches are used. The second idea of the persistent caching scheme is to adopt the latter way, since it can minimize the number of page accesses. The e ect of this minimization will be examined in Section V.
In order to delay the update propagation until reference time, consistency between the copies in persistent c a c hes and original data must be validated whenever the cached values are referenced. Thus the cost of this validity c heck crucially a ects system performance. The third idea is to utilize the low-cost main memory to e ciently validate the consistency between the persistent c a c hes and the original data. Each persistent cache entry retains within the entry a time stamp which records the most recently updated time of the entry. A table referred to as a Consistency Validation Table  ( CVT) is maintained in the main memory (see Fig. 2 ) to record the time when each original complex object was most recently updated.
The CVT should be implemented with a data structure satisfying the following requirements: 1. The comparison between the time stamp of each referenced cached value and the time stamp of a CVT entry must be performed quickly.
2. The number of CVT entries should be changed in proportion to the number of existing cached objects.
3. Since it is unrealistic to continually preserve i n t h e main memory the update time for every cached object, the ratio of the numberofCVT entries to the numberofcached objects can be selected according to the available quantity of main memory.
Dynamic hashing techniques 24, 22] will beused as a technique to satisfy the above CVT data structure characteristic requirements. The size of the CVT can bemade variable by selecting an appropriate dynamic hash function h i () 2 .
Each e n try of the CVT is a triple de ned as (see Fig. 2 ):
(cluster number, time stamp, cardinal number).
The cluster number eld is the key eld of the CVT, and it is obtained by applying the hash function h() to the OID's of the cached objects. A validity check of a persistently cached value is performed by comparing the time stamp recorded in the persistent cache entry to the time stamp in the corresponding CVT entry. If the former time stamp is older than the latter one, then the cached value is suspected to be incorrect. If the entire numberofentries in the CVT is equal to or greater than the total number of cached objects then the decision as to whether the cached value is valid or invalid can be made with certainty. If, however, the total numberofentries is less than the total numberofcached objects, several objects which h a ve the same CVT cluster number as the object that was actually updated appear to be modi ed. In the previous example, when O 1 is updated, O 2 O 3 : : : O n appear to be modi ed because they have the same cluster number. As a result of this, even when the persistent caches are valid, unnecessary I/O operations to read O 2 O 3 : : : O n are required to verify the validity of the persistent caches of O 2 O 3 : : : O n . The relationship between the CVT size and system performance will be examined in Section V.
IV.B The Algorithms
To precisely describe the algorithms of the persistent c a c hing scheme-mode, we introduce the following notations (see Fig. 2 : A hash function which maps an OID of an object O i to its cluster number. C VT no (N ) : The cluster number of a CVT entry. Each object belongs to a cluster and the cluster numberN of an object O i is computed by h(id(O i )). C VT time (N ) : The time stamp in the CVT for the cluster N. C VT card (N ) : The cardinal number of objects in the cluster N.
Using these de nitions, in the rest of this section, the following ve algorithms for the persistent caching scheme will be explained.
1. Validate-Cache { Checking the validity of a persistent cache entry. 2. Navigate { Retrieving a value of a referenced object just after accessing a reference.
3. Update { Updating an existing object. 4 . Create { Creating a new object.
5. Delete { Deleting an existing object. 1) Algorithm Validate-Cache: As described in Section IV.A, consistency between the value in a persistent cache entry and the value of the object itself are validated at reference time of the cache entry. The Validate-Cache algorithm checks this validity and if it is suspected to be invalid the referenced object is accessed and the value and the time stamp in the cache are modi ed.
Purpose: Guarantees the consistency of a persistent cache entry E j of an object O i which is referencing an object O j . Procedure: 1. N h(id(E j )). If the cluster N does not exist in CVT then:
(a) (Object O j has already been deleted.) Delete the cache entry E j 2 pcache(O i ) and abort the algorithm. 2) Algorithm Navigate: Using the Validate-Cache algorithm, the Navigate algorithm is de ned. 1. Allocate an area for the object O j on a proper disk page. If the object O j has been speci ed to have persistent cache entries, an area for the cache entries is allocated in the disk page and the contents of the cache entry are initialized by a distinctive n ull value. 
V Performance Analysis
In this section we analyze the performance of the proposed caching scheme. The purpose of the performance analysis is threefold: to evaluate the performance gain due to the caching scheme, to examine to what degree the parameters of the scheme a ect the whole performance, and to compare the scheme with another one. To a c hieve this we use three query processing tests. Almost all typical queries on complex objects can be recognized as a composition of these. After de ning several basic cost functions, we will present the three query processing tests, and then analyze the performance of persistent c a c hing.
V.A Basic Cost Functions
To simplify the discussions, we assume that all objects of a type belong to a single extent, b y w h i c h we mean a disk page cluster (a set of neighborpages) storing objects of the type. Hence, we use the same notations to specify a type and its extent for example, when X is a type we also use X to specify the extent of the type X. The notation jXj is used to denote the number of disk pages for the extent X and the notation jjXjj is used to denote the number of objects in the extent X.
1) Cost of reading B + -tree index pages: When an extent X uses a B + -tree index as an unclustered index for an attribute of its objects, the leaf pages of the index are always dense, i.e., every object is pointed out of the leaf pages by a n e n try which consists of a key and an address to the object. To descend to the rst leaf page of the index, dlog M jjXjje index pages are read, where M is a fan-out of the B + -tree index. The index pages d k=M ;1e are then accessed so that the rest of the leaf pages can be read, hence the page cost (C uncl;index ) to select k objects from an extent X i s :
When an extent X uses a B + -tree index as a clustered index the leaf pages of the index are nondense, i.e. only one object perpage is addressed by the leaf page entries which consists of a key and an address to the clustered object page. The page cost (C cl;index ) can then beobtained as follows by replacing jjXjj with jXj in Eq. (1):
2) Cost for accessing randomly distributed objects: The page cost given by Yao's cost function Y 39] that is required to optimally access (i.e., page access is scheduled so that each page is only accessed one time) k distinct records, which are randomly distributed in a le of n records in m pages, is as follows 4 
When the objects are accessed via an unclustered index it can be assumed that the objects are randomly accessed. Therefore the cost page to read k objects from jjXjj objects stored in jXj pages is given as the following:
In general when objects are referenced by OID's one object may be referenced by several other objects. Thus Y must beextended to handle those objects that are accessed several times. It is also assumed that n objects are randomly distributed in m pages and that d is the average number of duplicated objects that are contained in the selected k objects (i.e. there is an average of k=d distinct objects in the selected k objects). Using this assumption, and assuming the k selected objects are optimally accessed, the n objects can be\viewed" as though they were duplicated d times, i. 
Note that Y 0 is similar to the Y when the object is accessed only once, i.e. d = 1 . When k objects in an extent X are optimally accessed and there are k=ddistinct objects in the k objects, the page cost is:
The second form, see (y), of Yao's cost function is suitable when it is applied to large value arguments. 5 In reality, objects can not be duplicated because each object is guaranteed to have a unique OID.
3) The cost of accessing clustered objects: When objects are clustered on an attribute, the selected objects with a query that quanti es values on the attribute will be in neighboring pages. The page cost (C cl;obj ) to read k clustered objects in an extent X, being proportional to the selective eld k=jjXjj, can then be represented as follows: C cl;obj (X k) = jXj k jjXjj :
4) The cost of accessing objects via an OID index: When OID's are given and the physical address or the attribute value is not cached, objects are accessed via either a clustered index or an unclustered index. Let M bethe average sized fan-out of a page in a B + -tree index. In both cases the k objects should be randomly distributed, because in general, objects are referenced independently of their physical closeness to each other.
In the case of a clustered index it is assumed that the clustered index is maintained as a two-level B + -tree index whose leaves associate an OID with a page numberinX. So the second level index pages have Y (k jXj jjXjj) entries and jXj=M pages exist at this level. It is also assumed that the root resides in the main memory, and thus the cost of accessing it can be ignored. As a result the accessing is done only on the leaves. The page cost (C cl;index;OID ) for this case is:
In the case of an unclustered index, which is larger than a clustered index, it is assumed that the unclustered index is a three-level B + -tree index. As for the clustered index case, the root is assumed to reside in the main memory, and again, the cost of accessing it can beignored. The leaf pages of a clustered index associate an OID with one of the objects in X. Since the leaf pages have jjXjj entries in jjXjj=M pages, the number of accessed pages in the leaves are K = Y (k jjXjj=M jjXjj).
In the second level index pages, K entries are accessed from jjXjj=M entries in jjXjj=M 2 pages.
Therefore the page cost function(C uncl;index;OID ) is obtained by the following:
5) Determination of the number of objects that appear to be m o di ed t h r ough the CVT: As described in Section IV.A, if the total numberofentries in the CVT is less than the total number of cached objects, more cached values appear to have been modi ed.
Assume that all the cached values of objects of extent X are initially consistent, and that j objects are then modi ed. The cost for accessing attribute values of k objects using the persistent caching scheme will be analyzed. Let C VT X denote a set of entries in the CVT in the main memory. C VT X contains the consistency information of objects in extent X whose values are cached in other objects. Let jjC VT X jj denote the numberofentries in the set C VT X . C VT X can be considered as 
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Figure 3: Query tests. a set of pages storing the objects of the extent X, and each e n try in C VT X corresponds to a page storing jjXjj=jjC VT X jj objects that are randomly distributed to jjC VT X jj pages, since the hash function randomizes the correspondence between each object and an entry in C VT X . Thus the number of updated entries in the C VT X is represented as: Y (j jjC VT X jj jjXjj): Since one entry in C VT X corresponds to jjXjj=jjC VT X jj the numberof objects in X which appear to look modi ed becomes: J(X j) = jjXjj jjC VT X jj Y (j jjC VT X jj jjXjj): (10) V.B Query Tests
Any processing of complex objects elementally consists of the following three basic operations: selection of objects by content addressing, navigation by object identi er addressing, and update of objects accessed by selection or navigation. We use the following two queries covering the three basic operations, as typical queries of complex object databases.
Select S objects with a certain condition, and then navigate to T objects, which are referenced by the selected S objects. Select T objects with a certain condition, and then update some of the accessed T objects.
Theses queries correspond to Query 2 and 3 in Section III.B, respectively. Their processing involves the following six steps (see Fig. 3 To closely analyze the properties of the caching scheme, we de ne the following three query tests which are derived from the above t wo queries:
The Selection Test (S-Test) consists of Step 1{2 (Sel-Step-f1, 2g). This test includes only the selection operation, but neither the navigation operation nor the update operation. The main objective of the S-Test is to evaluate how m uch the storage overhead caused by the caching scheme a ects the performance.
The Selection-Navigation Test (SN-Test) consists of Step 1{2 (i.e. S-Test) and
Step 3{4 (Nav-
Step-f1, 2g Step 5{6 (Update-Step-f1, 2g). We assume that bothare concurrently executed, and that the former is executed at the probability (1 ; P update ) and the latter at P update (where 0 P update 1). The main objective of the SNU-Test is to evaluate to what degree the performance of the caching scheme is a ected by the update operations that invalidate the caches.
V.C Cost Functions for the Query Tests
Now we examine how t h e caching scheme a ects the processing costs of the query processing test using the basic cost functions presented in Section V.A. In the cost analysis the assumptions we made are as follows.
All objects and indices are assumed to bestored in disk devices. Thus the performance is measured in the numbersofpage accesses, i.e. the \page cost." We assume that the extents of both S and T are clustered on their OID's and have primary B + -tree indices on the OID's (see Fig. 3 ). Additionally we assume that the S extent also has a secondary B + -tree index on a certain condition to accelerate some selection operations of S objects.
The caching area allocatable in one disk page is restricted and not all objects in a page can have their own persistent cache. Hence, we de ne as the ratio of the numberof objects which have persistent cache areas to the number of objects stored in one disk page (i.e., = 1:0 means that every object stored in a page has its persistent cache area in the page and = 0 :0 means that a persistent cache area is not allocated in the page.)
All read operations for disk pages are assumed to be optimally scheduled that is, each disk bjL T S j P L T S c page in a disk is read at most only once. This is assumed in write operations, too. This assumption means that the analysis takes the e ects of \vertical caching" (see Section II.A) into account.
We assume that each S object is referencing exactly one T object, and each T object is being referenced by f (f > 0) objects of S.
OID's are assumed to be location independent. On the other hand, leaf nodes in any index are assumed to contain physical pointers to the data (not indirect pointers such as OID's).
Other parameters are assumed as shown in Table 1 . To make the evaluation realistic and objective, these default values were taken from 33] and 9].
(Sel-
Step-1) The page cost to access the secondary index pages for the selected S j j Sjj objects is C uncl;index (S S j j Sjj):
2. (Sel-Step-2) The page cost to read the pages containing the selected S j j Sjj objects is C uncl;obj (S S j j Sjj):
3. (Nav-Step-1) The page cost to read the primary index pages of the T objects which are referenced from S T S j j Sjj objects of S is C cl;index;OID (T S T S j j Sjj):
4. (Nav-Step-2) The page cost to read the referenced T objects is C dup;cl;obj (T S T S j j Sjj f ):
5. (Update-Step-1) The page cost to access the secondary index pages for the selected T j j Tjj objects is C uncl;index (T T j j Tjj):
6. (Update-Step-2) The page cost to read and write back the pages including the selected T jjTjj objects is 2 C uncl;obj (T T j j Tjj):
Therefore the cost functions for the S-Test, SN-Test, and SNU-Test (Step 1{5) are: C S;T est=no;cache = C uncl;index (S S j j Sjj) + C uncl;obj (S S j j Sjj) C S N ;Test=no;cache = C S;T est=no;cache + C cl;index;OID (T S T S j j Sjj) +C dup;cl;obj (T S T S j j Sjj f ) C S N U ;Test=no;cache = (1 ; P update ) C S N ;Test=no;cache +P update f C uncl;index (T T j j Tjj) + 2 C uncl;obj (T T j j Tjj)g:
2) Cost functions for persistent caching: When persistent caching is used, the cost functions are:
1. (Sel-Step-1) Just as the no caching schemes are used, the page cost to access the secondary index pages for the selected S j j Sjj objects is: C uncl;index (S S j j Sjj):
2. (Sel-Step-2) The page cost to read the pages including the selected S objects is: C uncl;obj (S S j j Sjj):
3. (Nav-Step-1) Firstly we nd the cost to execute the Validate-Cache algorithm. S T S j j Sjj is the number of selected S objects to be navigated, and S T S j j Sjj is the numberof cached elements which include the referenced T objects if the elements are not invalidated.
When the update query is processed with the update selectivity factor T then J(T T j j Tjj) objects in the extent T appear to look modi ed. The numberofcache entries written back to the persistent cache in S is K = S T S j j Sjj J(T T j j Tjj) jjTjj and using Yao's function the written pages of S are Y (K jSj jjSjj):
Secondly we nd the cost for the navigation to T objects. T objects are physically accessed only when either of the following two cases occurs:
(a) the selected S objects don't have their persistent cache entry, o r (b) the selected S objects have their persistent cache entry but the entries are invalidated via C VT T .
The number of the corresponding T objects in the former case is (1 ; ) S T S j j Sjj, and the latter is Y (K jSj jjSjj) in the previous step. Then the total numberof accessed T Step-f1, 2g) The page cost to update T objects is exactly the same as the case when persistent caching is not used. This is because persistent caching delays the actual update propagation to copies until the time the copies are referenced and only manipulation to CVT (on main memory) is required at the update time. Thus the cost functions for the S-Test (Step 1{2), SN-Test, and SNU-Test are: C S;T est=cache = C uncl;index (S S j j Sjj) + C uncl;obj (S S j j Sjj): C S N ;Test=cache = C S;T est=cache + Y (K jSj jjSjj) +C cl;index;OID (T N ) + C dup;cl;obj (T N f ): C S N U ;Test=cache = (1 ; P update ) C S N ;Test=cache +P update f C uncl;index (T T jjTjj) + 2 C uncl;obj (T T j j Tjj)g:
3) Cost Functions for the Shekita{Carey Replication Scheme: The eld replication scheme proposed in 33] is similar to the presented persistent caching scheme in two aspects, i.e., both schemes are implementation techniques for complex object databases with object identity, and both are aimed at providing performance gains in I/O operations by retaining the values of a referenced object in the referencing object. There are, however, some signi cant di erences between the two schemes. The most important one is to do with update propagation. In the eld replication scheme, the update of a referenced object O 0 is immediately propagated to all the objects O i (i = 1 2 : : : n ) that are referencing the object O 0 . In the persistent caching scheme, the update propagation is delayed until a cached value in O i is referenced. In the eld replication scheme, to propagate the update to every O i , backward links from O 0 to O 1 O 2 : : : O n must be maintained.
A cost analysis of the eld replication scheme is given in 33]. The cost functions for the three tests are: C S;T est=replication = C uncl;index (S S j j Sjj) + C uncl;obj (S S j j Sjj): where L T S denotes backward links from T to S objects.
The same parameters were used in the query tests except for the use of location independent OID's 6 . Parameters are set as Table 1 .
V.D Performance Comparison
Assigning values as shown in Table 1 , we compared the caching case to the no caching case and the eld replication scheme. The cost functions of the eld replication scheme are just the same as the persistent caching scheme when an update does not occur, namely the case of the S-and SN-test. Hence, the comparison between the two s c hemes was done only for the SNU-test.
1) S-Test: As with other caching techniques, the presented caching scheme is not e ective when a query processing does not utilize the cache rather, the storage overheads caused by allocating caching areas might reduce the performance of the processing which does not make u s e of the cache. The increase of the caching size to accelerate navigation coincides with the decrease in the size of data area (i.e., non-cache area), and the decreases cause an increasing number of accessed disk pages to process selection operations. Figures 4 and 5 re ect such properties of the scheme. Figure 4 shows the page cost versus caching ratio , varying the size of a cache entry, c, 6 In the evaluation in 33] physical addresses are used as OID's. to 0 (caching not used), 32, 64, 128, and 256. Figure 5 is the same as Fig. 4 except that the page cost is represented in the relative c hanging page cost, i.e., C S;T est=cache ; C S;T est=no;cache C S;T est=no;cache 100:
In Fig. 5 the Y-axis values less than 100 % mean that the caching technique improves the performance more than the no-caching case, and the values more than 100 % m e a n that the caching technique does not improve, and rather increases the page costs.
The gures show that the storage overhead caused by persistent caching increases the page cost, and the increasing degree is 4.8{14.5 (%) when every object has its own cache entry (i.e., = 1 :0).
The degree of the increase is much a ected by the size of a cache entry and the caching ratio, and these two factors are desirable to be minimized with regard to the selection operation.
2) SN-Test: Now we examine how the caching scheme improves the performance of the query processing that includes not only the selection operation but also the navigation operation. Figure 6 presents the caching ratio versus the page cost, varying the caching entry size. The gures show that when the size of a cache entry is relatively small (c=32 or 64), the caching scheme is e cient with the caching ratio > 0:0. However, when the size is relatively larger (c=128 or 256) the caching scheme decreases the performance with the smaller 's (i.e., 0 < < 0:15 or 0 < < 0:38, respectively). The decreases are originated by the increasing page costs of the selection operation when caching ratio is smaller, the performance gain in navigation operation is too small to reduce the whole page cost of the SN-Test.
The gures show that the caching scheme is e ective when the caching ratio is greater than a certain threshold value (for example, = 0 :39 in the case of c = 256), and the threshold is a ected by both the caching ratio and the cache size. When the is less than the threshold, the caching scheme does not improve the performance rather, the page cost increases. This is because when the caching ratio is low, the cache hit ratio is so much less that the e ect of caching disappears, and storage overheads rather decrease the entire performance. 3) SNU-Test: In the last test, the SNU-Test, we consider how the update operation a ects the persistent caching scheme, and compare its performance to boththe no caching case and the Shekita{Carey eld replication scheme. Figure 8 illustrates the update probability P update versus the page cost of the no caching case, the eld replication scheme, and the persistent caching scheme, varying the CVT ratio jjC VT T jj=jjTjj to 1.0, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01. The size of caching area in a page, c, was set to 128 (bytes). Figure 9 is the same as Fig. 8 except for the Y-axis represented in the relative c hanging page cost.
As clearly shown in the gures, the persistent caching scheme is most e cient when the CVT size is large enough (in this test, jjC VT S jj=1.0, 0.1, and 0.05). The performance of the persistent caching scheme is primarily a ected by the size of CVT, jjC VT jj. When jjC VT jj is too small (jjC VT S jj=jjSjj = 0 :01 in the gures) and the update ratio is higher (P update > 0:75), the performance is worse than in the no caching case. The reason is that consistency checking through CVT is uncertain in such small size of CVT.
The gures show that the eld replication scheme results in poor performance with the update probability P update of 0.5{1.0. This is because the cost of the update propagation is rather high when P update is high. Except for the case when the CVT size is too small, the performance of the persistent c a c hing scheme is fairly more advantageous than the eld replication scheme when update operations are processed. This is due to the delayed update propagation feature of the persistent caching scheme, since in the persistent caching scheme, update propagation to the caches does not occur unless the invalidated caches are referenced, and the frequency of update propagation is minimized.
As the P update becomes larger, the performance gain by both persistent c a c hing and eld replication is reduced. The reason is that the e ect of retaining copy in disk pages is eliminated by t h e update.
VI Discussions
This section discusses applications and extensions of persistent c a c hing.
VI.A Application of Persistent Caching 1) Application to E cient Object Locating: In many systems that manipulate complex objects, objects are identi ed by unique location-independent i d e n ti ers, which are sometimes called surrogates 28, 20] . Such a system requires object locating, i.e., transforming location-independent identi ers to physical addresses on the execution time. A common method to accelerate object locating is to maintain primary or secondary indices on the location-independent identi er elds of objects.
Persistent caching can be a very useful tool for e cient object locating. By persistently caching the physical addresses of objects which are logically referenced by location-independent identi ers, it is possible to directly access the objects and still maintain location independence, provided the cached values of the physical addresses are proven to be consistent t o t h e r i g h t p h ysical addresses.
2) Application to E cient Checking of Referential Integrity Constraint: Referential integrity in a relational database is stated as 12, 10]:
The relational database must not contain any unmatched foreign key values.
In a complex object database, the statement becomes:
The complex object database must not contain any unexistential OID's.
In a complex object database, when an OID reference is inserted into an object, the OID must beguaranteed to exist, and additionally, when an object is deleted, references to the object from other objects should also be either deleted or invalidated. In order to ensure this constraint, many systems maintain backward links to the referencing objects, and thus when the object is deleted all the references to the object are removed. When an object is beingreferenced by many other objects the maintaining cost can be signi cant.
Persistent caching may be used to e ciently maintain the referential integrity constraint of complex objects. The delayed update propagation feature in the presented caching technique can be applied to keep the referential integrity constraint of complex objects. With the feature, when an OID reference is inserted into an object it is bene cial if the CVT is quickly checked for the existence of the referenced object. If the corresponding entry to the OID does not exist in the CVT it is judged that the referenced object does not exist. Thus, whenever the OID reference is accessed the existence of the object, which the OID references, is checked e ciently via the CVT in a manner similar to the Validate-Cache algorithm.
3) Incorporating Persistent Caching into Indexing Techniques: The persistent caching scheme was developed originally for complex objects in complex object databases yet, the scheme is e cient f o r a n y situation where any complex structure objects in secondary storage are referencing one another. Index structures such as B + -trees or hash structures are instances of such complex structures.
There are two methods to incorporate the persistent c a c hing scheme into index structures: static and dynamic allocation of persistent cache areas. The former method statically allocates a xed amount of an area in each disk page for persistent caching, while the latter method dynamically allocates the unused area, which m a y be dynamically changing. (Remember that, for example, in the B + -tree each page except the root page has 0{50 (%) unused area, and in the dynamic hashing structures a certain range of congestion is kept.)
The persistent caching method is suited for static allocation, provided that the database administrators carefully choose the ratio considering the trade-o between the e ectiveness of the persistent caching scheme and the storage overhead caused by it. The dynamic allocation method seems to beattractive since it requires no storage overhead. However, because of the great variability in the amount of space available for persistent caching, the method may not always be It is not hard to extend the algorithms to cope with multilevel (or nested) persistent caching.
See Fig. 10 Although the algorithms of persistent caching can be extended as described above, it is questionable whether the e ect is so pro table. The more the level of nested persistent c a c hing increases, the more the candidates to be persistently cached increase in an exponential order. In general, the objects referenced at the lower levels should be given a higher priority for caching, since those have a higher possibility of being \hit" during navigation.
VII Conclusion
This paper presented a technique called persistent caching which accelerates navigation through complex objects. The main concept of the proposed technique is summarized in three steps: The rst is to store a cached value within a complex object that is referencing another complex object. The second is that, when the referenced object is to be updated, the update propagation is delayed until the time the cached value is referenced. Lastly, the third idea is to utilize a hashed table in main memory (CVT) to e ciently validate the consistency between the cached values and the original values. A hashing function is used to t the table into the available memory size. An analytical performance evaluation showed a signi cant performance gain for navigation, provided su cient main memory is available for the CVT.
We investigated the basic algorithms and the performance of the persistent c a c hing scheme in this paper. To e ectively and practically use the scheme some research issues should be tackled in the future.
Since in a disk page, the area which may be allocated for persistent caching is restricted, and the excessive allocation of a persistent cache area decreases the performances as discussed in Section V.D, determination of the size of the persistent caching area is a very important issue. A recommended future work is to develop a method to estimate the optimal persistent caching size according to database utilization. Adopting distinct sizes of a persistent cache area for each disk page may bean e ective strategy. Changing the size of the cache area dynamically may also be e ective.
Like most other caching techniques, determining the data to be cached and determining which entry in a persistent cache should be replaced are important research issues. One possible starting point is to apply those page-replacement algorithms which h a ve been developed for virtual memory management systems 13, 27] . Some of the developed methods require to record statistics of accessed virtual pages. One suggested idea to apply such methods to persistent c a c hing is to record statistics of accessed objects in the CVT.
Recently developed object-oriented database systems store methods, i.e. encapsulated programs to deal with data, as well as conventional stored data. Hence the system can analyze the methods and can investigate accessing patterns in advance. Such analysis will be helpful in dealing with the above-mentioned issues.
